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INTRODUCTION TO ONLINE PERSONAL BRANDING 
FOR BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS AND SALESPEOPLE 
 

Overview 
You're really annoyed that the people responsible for your revenue quickly dissolve in a mass of similar-looking 
and -sounding competitors or do not come across to prospects as trustworthy domain experts. Both in person 
and online. 

The B2B salespeople and business professionals who thrive in an informed marketplace are those who create not 
only a good first impression but also live a consistent, authentic presence. "Digitally." (There, I said it.) 

This hands-on, coaching-style course mentors your revenue team to do just that. 

Attend this introductory course and you will … 
 Understand the importance and the various components of a memorable and authentic professional online 

presence for your personal brand 
 Learn the basics of social selling and get started on strategies to optimize your LinkedIn profile 
 Know how to begin crafting deliberate online profiles and start performing social media activities consistent 

with your own personal and professional brand 

Methodology 
| Mark Ritson-inspired lecture and discussion 

| Hands-on workshop activities 
| Custom take-back-to-work deliverables 

Requirements and Prerequisites 
Internet-connected laptop, tablet, or mobile device 
Web access 

 

Course Outline 
Duration: 2 hours 
| Show and Tell: Video: What makes this course different? 
| Activity: Discovering your online self 
| Activity: Getting introduced to a deliberate online personal brand 
| Show and Tell: General and niche social channels to cultivate your 
personal brand 
| Introduction to Social Selling 
| Activity: Determining your LinkedIn social selling index (SSI) 
| Activity: Getting started on an optimized LinkedIn profile 
| Getting started on deliberate online and social activities 
| Checklist: What you should do next to enhance your online 
personal brand  
 

TRAINER  
Jay Manahan (jaymanahan.com) is the 
autonomous, comprehensivist hands-on 
creator with enough large-enterprise 
experience that tech and outsourcing 
startups and growing midsize B2B 
businesses seem to need. It doesn’t 
matter that he’s won multimillion-dollar 
bids against global tech and BPO players 
a couple of months from starting, 
kickstarted US-supportive shared 
services operations on his first year, or 
discovered $100k revenue opportunities 
one week in. Or that he’s certified in 
inbound marketing, Google Adwords, 
ITIL, or predictive analytics, 
complemented by an MBA and a BS 
Math degree. Or that his LinkedIn social 
selling index is in the top 2 percent of 
the entire outsourcing/offshoring 
industry. You just need to realize he’s 
uncomfortably unconventional and 
would be an acquired taste if 
troublemaking is not your cup of tea. 
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